


Since 2004, t-mac Technologies  
has developed next-generation  
metering, monitoring and  
controls solutions to a wide  
range of industries including  
high street retailers, banks,  
supermarkets, betting shops  
and schools to name but a few.
 
Our proven technology, along  
with our online platform, provides  
businesses with the necessary  
skills and visibility of data to enable  
them to manage their buildings 
more effectively and as a result, 
reduce their energy consumption.
 
Our team can provide a full end 
to end solution - from initial site 

survey, specifying and supplying 
all required equipment all the way 
through to installation, project  
management, commissioning  
and training. Alternatively, should  
customers have the necessary  
skills in house, we can provide  
training and equipment as required.
 
With over many years industry  
experience covering a huge  
range of project sizes, industries 
and scope, you can be confident 
that whatever your size and  
budget,  t-mac Technologies is  
the right partner for your energy  
management technology needs.

Introducing t-mac Technologies…







utility metering for  
energy management

t-mac can connect to utility meters such  

as water, gas and electricity enabling  

businesses to see how much they are  

consuming and when in near real time.  

By managing the data in this way, businesses 

can act ‘now’ if energy consumption peaks  

beyond a desired level. The information on 

costs, consumption and carbon footprint  

can assist businesses with environmental 

reporting thus assisting with meeting  

carbon neutral targets.

Once businesses know how much they  

are consuming the next stage is to  

find out when and why. This is where  

sub-metering comes in. By sub-metering  

an activity such as lighting, heating and 

general power or zones such as canteens, 

data-centres, manufacturing lines and sports 

halls, businesses can identify the cause of  

the mains consumption – the reasons behind 

the peaks and troughs and base-load. From 

sub-metering data, inefficiencies are easily 

identified and businesses are better armed to 

take action to reduce consumption, cost and 

carbon footprint.

sub tenant billing  
applications

t-mac can also be used to meter/sub  

meter tenanted buildings or floors  

allowing for accurate tenant billing.

renewables

For an organisation investing in  

renewables equipment, metering of  

the energy generated is a valuable  

addition to the energy management  

activities. By connecting metering  

points from the renewable equipment  

to the t-mac device, businesses can  

quantify and verify energy generated.



Environmental monitoring is an essential  

asset management tool for anyone managing  

critical spaces. By attaching sensors (wired 

and/or wireless) to the t-mac device,  

businesses can get a clear view of the  

environmental conditions within their building 

and, by monitoring equipment performance, 

how equipment within their building is  

operating. This data could prove to be  

invaluable in certain insurance situations  

as it provides evidentiary information on  

conditions within a building.

Monitoring internal and external temperature 

can provide an indication of whether cooling 

or heating is required, or whether it is running 

too hot or cold for the building. This is not only 

essential for ensuring ambient temperatures 

for colleague and customer well-being but  

in the case of server room monitoring,  

monitoring temperature levels as well as  

leak detection is crucial. With t-mac’s alerting 

function (SMS/Email), server room conditions 

can be closely monitored and the risk of costly 

damage vastly reduced.

Monitoring lux levels can provide information 

on whether there is adequate natural light 

which, along with t-mac’s control ability,  

enables businesses to more closely manage 

their lighting control strategy.  

Monitoring machine conditions can provide  

remote diagnostics of equipment performance 

– how and when it is running.

Environmental and machine monitoring tells  

a story as to how the building is operating and 

whether it is being used efficiently; it shows 

where inefficiencies lie, and also illustrates  

how to improve performance and therefore  

implement controls – local controls, people 

controls and/or BMS controls.



At t-mac, we support our customers on their 

energy journey. Once metering is active,  

causes of consumption can be identified,  

areas for improvement are  highlighted and  

an organisation understands how best to  

change the practices within the building.  

This can be done in a number of ways.  

Firstly, by involving and educating colleagues 

to help them to understand how their actions 

impact consumption. Behavioural changes 

can then be encouraged to reduce energy 

consumption. Secondly, t-mac can go one step 

further than other metering and monitoring 

solutions by adding automated control.

With t-mac, controls are scalable to suit any 

businesses need and budget. t-mac can 

control lighting, heating and air conditioning 

systems  as well as compressors and other 

machinery. Control with t-mac can range 

from simple on/off to more complex controls 

such as set point limitation, managing fan 

speed and direction, and control strategies 

interlocking windows with air conditioning, 

air conditioning with heating or door curtain 

heaters for example.

Our online software suite enables users  

to set up control strategies which can be  

pushed out to entire estates for ease of  

management. Enabling businesses to adjust 

and amend the control strategy for multiple 

sites without the need to attend site. This  

is particularly useful for changing business  

hours to accommodate religious holidays,  

bank holidays, earth hour for example.




















